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Abstract: The Social website is the place where people can share information about the current events around 

the world at any time. Social Network Data Analysis Applications have experienced tremendous improvements 

over the past few years. Due to its straightforwardness, this social network allows data trends to detect current 

trends, which will have the capacity to affect company global research on the common market research and 

group program. Unfortunately, by mistake, social network trends mislead people. Trend handling is based 

entirely on the users text post, including the text and its current combined searches and detection of current 

trends, but these methods do not know behind compromise and pseudo account users. Therefore, we try to 

design a safe dialogue approach for handling trends in social networking, which will have a real account of 

complex manufacturers and small business entities trying to reach fraudulent means and creates compromises 

and fake accounts. Users made us pay attention to this logic that will lead us to remove the current topic of 

interest between users to process these contents in this particular behavior. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Sharing information in social media such as Facebook and Twitter plays an important role in our day today life. 

This social media helps us to revive the events in our society. These messages are exchanged in social media, 

but content, images and videos are interesting tools for data mining analysis. Every day millions of people use 

social network to collect data on the Internet. These data must be processed to enable and maintain large data 

from the server. Trending media like web is more valuable and useful than traditional media like newspaper. 

More number of people quickly use the Internet to find the current news and trends. Communications over 

social networks have become common among people around the world. Since this information is the default 

time of default, this data may bring us some important information that is more important than any other media. 

If we fail to understand, the environment and relationship between users will not be better than our extradited 

content. These information are man-made, they are full of noise and it is very difficult to understand the context 

of content. They use social media as a tool to express their perception and emotions in public and private issues 

and events. The nature of this user action on the social network is the place where social databases can find all 

current trends and messages. But this text recording should be based on the timeline extracting current trends 

and messages. For example, Google Hot Trends is listed in the hot searches that have recently experienced a 

popular upturn. Meanwhile, these trends attract more attention because of the Google Hot Trend. 

 

For example, a new era such as Twitter, like "Online Media Network" (OSN), was launched by "We Media" [9]. 

Twitter is a realtime microwave service. Users have provided short messages to over 140 characters (called 

tweets) to their supporters. Users will be interested in discussing various topics with others. Trends titles are 

listed as Trends (also known as Trending Topics) [3]. Twitter and Google trends have become an important tool 

for journalists. In particular, Twitter stories are used to track tracking messages and to assess how the public 

opinion is created in a broken story. [5] Journalists, campaigns and pundits have tracked trends in Twitter traffic 

for estimating candidates' fame and calculation of election results. They use social media as a tool to express 

their perception and emotions in public and private issues and events. We will study the Twitter trends in the 

subject, considering the reputation, complaining, exchange, possible security and popularity of the topics. The 

associated factors for each factor can be extracted and then use the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. In 
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addition to transmissions, we see that each study factor is associated with tendency. We will describe the 

integration mechanism between malicious accounts and trusted accounts. We put forward the threat of malicious 

handling of Twitter's tendencies as we have found in suspicious spamming infrastructure, compromise and fake 

accounts. We demonstrate how compromising and fake accounts can threaten Twitter's trends by simulating the 

handling of actions like compromise and fake accounts. 

 

Another type of information that is deliberately or deliberately changed on social networks is: Mailing, 

responding, re-tweeted-or, explicitly in text format, may have multiple notes in a post by specifying links to 

other users of the same social network. It is rare that some users mention in their post; Other users will always 

refer to their friends. Some users (such as celebrities) will mention every minute; For others, it may be a rare 

occasion. In this sense, it is like a language with the number of words that communicate to the number of users 

on a social network. We are interested in finding a growing topic from the basic network flow, based on the 

observation of the performance of users. Our basic consideration is a new (popular) topic, just like commenting 

about people, or forwarding more information to their friends. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Social network is used as a recreation process, but is used for business, education, social issues and more. This 

social network considers two members as an administrator and another as a user. Administrator's task is to 

activate and analyze data used by users and verify valid user authentication and fake user detection. User checks 

that there are some issues with the user page security check, the user login correctly, then the corresponding 

sender is shipped and so on. The use of data-clustering technique, such as the term-frequency-based approach on 

this content[8], leads us to the point, but there are some possibilities for the wrong position. We propose a 

probability model that can capture the normal mentioning behavior of a user and also verifies the relationship 

between different posts. Non-text information with messages contents even though it works fine. 

 

The current trend or topic extraction process is to select a post that has more contact with the growing social 

networking community. If a post is shared by many users, it is considered a growing topic if many users 

comment on that post. It supports all types of posts, such as a picture, text content, or a video. This is handled by 

Twitter Trending [9] based on popularity. Initially filters all tweaks based on computer cleaning and current 

time and location. Then a similar topic of text in a group uses a text editor. Finally, the group with the highest 

tweets perceives current trends, and the next group is similarly adopted. 

 

The title notion should not be considered as the only solution to the other factors, such as motion, contribution, 

and exchange. Text editors are not the optimal solution for using SVM [8] because the tweeter text is often 

short, so the text classifier must be a messaging classification and is not available on the existing computer.  A 

growing or a trend title should not be a user and share and any other user can publish the same title. Because the 

procedure to verify the relationship of one post to the other, the result will be a distortion. Sometimes a major 

growing topic will be posted by many users and will not be noticeable when sharing opinions from small 

groups. 

System Architecture 

 
Fig.1. Filtering Emerging Topic 
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System Modules 

1. Building Social Network 

2. Extracting Topics 

3. Extracting Fake User patterns 

4. Filter Tweets 

5. Short text Classifier 

6. Find Trends 

 

Building Social Network 

It provides all the basic functionality of a social network where we can demonstrate our core concepts. It has all 

functionalities like user registration, user login, posting tweets. It also provides follow users, retweets 

functionalities to the users. 

 

Extracting Topics 

It may defer from time to time and trends may also repeats itself at different times. So we fetch tweet on current 

timeline because we don’t want the older tweeter to infer with our current trends. We also classify the tweeter 

based on the location details of the tweet so we can further find trends in particular region 

 

Extracting Fake User patterns 

We use anomaly based technique to find the fake account model in the social network. Authentic account have 

different login time and huge session in the social network. Their interaction with other users is also different 

compare with the fake user account. Considering their attribute we classify the genuine and fake user accounts. 

 

Filter Tweets 

After classifying the genuine and fake user accounts our system filter the tweets made by the fake user accounts. 

 

Short text Classifier 

It uses support vector machine algorithm to cluster similar tweet in the extracted tweets. On applying the 

clustering process we will get an un titles multiple groups of tweets. Finally we process each group to find the 

suitable topic for each group which will be the trend topic. 

 

Table 1.Noise Removal Processing 

 

Process Detection Filtering 

Traditional Outlier Content-Outlier Detection Content Filter 

Fake User Outlier Profile-Outlier Detection Content Filter 

 

Table 2. Trend Detection Processing 

 

Process Analysis Applicable/ Not Applicable 

Associate Rule Mining Structured Data Not Applicable 

High Utility Pattern Transactional Data Not Applicable 

Mention Vector Textual & Non-Textual Data Application 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

We analyzed that replica of the tweeter social network with some self-generated benchmark dataset. The data 

hold the post of some events and users profile for both fake and genuine users and their usage log from which 

they found the fake users as an outlier. Based on which we find our detection  more effective and efficient than 

existing system. Finally using the mention vector model we will detect trend/event after filtering the fake user. 
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